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Abstract

The appropiate definition of argumentative reasoning systems requires a careful study of the
dialectical analyses that are carried out in these formalisms. In this work we present a research line
that points to the correct definition of such dialectical analyses. These dialectical analyses must
be accomplished correctly, guided by proper criteria in order to prevent the construction of falla-
cious or ill formed argumentation lines. In this context, weanalyze the definition of acceptable
argumentation line in DELP and propose a revised version.

1 Defeasible Logic Programming

Defeasible Logic Programming (DELP) is a formalism that combines Logic Programming and De-
feasible Argumentation. DELP allows the representation of defeasible information in the form of
two kinds of rules: defeasible rules and strict rules. The first ones, also called weak rules, are used
in the representation of tentative information, and the second ones for representing strict knowledge.
The language used allows strong negation, and DELP uses an argumentation formalism to deal with
contradictory knowledge. In DELP a queryq will succeed ifq is a warranted literal, that is, if there is
a supporting argument forq which is not defeated. An argumentA can be defeated by another argu-
mentB only if B is a counter-argument forA and, by some criterion, it is preferred overA. However,
in order to establish whether an argumentA is defeated or not, DELP follows a dialectial analysis.
This analysis considers all the defeaters forA, and then the defeaters for each of them, and so on. In
this manner, for each defeater forA a sequence of arguments can be created, where each argument in
the sequence defeats its predecessor. This sequence is called an argumentation line. DELP requires
all argumentation lines to beacceptablein order to avoid problematic situations in the dialectical
process such as circular argumentation, infinite argumentation lines, and contradictory argumentation
lines. The definition given in [3] avoids all those situations, but it also avoids other situations which,
although not problematic, are interesting modeled as a dialectical process.

In this work we analyze the definition of acceptable argumentation line showing examples of these
non problematic situations. Then, we suggest a revised definition considering the implications of such
revision.
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2 Acceptable Argumentation Lines

There are some restrictions imposed over the argumentationlines in order to avoid problematic situ-
ations [3]. These restrictions are stated in the following definition.

Definition 1
Let Λ = [〈A0, h0〉, 〈A1, h1〉, 〈A2, h2〉, . . . , 〈An, hn〉] be an argumentation line.Λ is an acceptable
argumentation lineiff:

1. Λ is a finite sequence.

2. The setΛS, of supporting arguments is concordant, and the setΛI of interfering arguments is
concordant.

3. No argument〈Ak, hk〉 in Λ is a sub-argument of an argument〈Ai, hi〉 appearing earlier inΛ
(i < k).

4. For alli, such that the argument〈Ai, hi〉 is a blocking defeater for〈Ai−1, hi−1〉, if 〈Ai+1, hi+1〉

exists, then〈Ai+1, hi + 1〉 is a proper defeater for〈Ai, hi〉.

These restrictions avoid the problematic situations mentioned above. However, other non problematic
situations are also prohibited. For instance, when a sub-argument of a defeated argument is not
attacked, there is no reason for avoiding its re-introduction in the line.

Example1
Consider the following de.l.p.P1 = (Π1, ∆1)

Π1 =



























birthday party

rain

noon

¬ sun← overcast

august day ← birthday party



























∆1 =



























sun —≺ noon.

overcast —≺ august day.

cold —≺ ¬ sun.

¬ sun —≺ rain.

take a taxi —≺ overcast, cold.



























and the following argument structures:

〈D, cold〉 = 〈{cold —≺ ¬ sun.,¬ sun —≺ rain.}, cold〉

〈B, sun〉 = 〈{sun —≺ noon.}, sun〉

〈C, overcast〉 = 〈{overcast —≺ august day.}, overcast〉

Suppose we have a preference relation (≻) between arguments that states:

〈C, overcast〉 ≻ 〈B, sun〉 ≻ 〈D, cold〉

Argument〈C, overcast〉 attacks argument〈B, sun〉 at literalsun sinceΠ2 ∪ {sun, overcast} is con-
tradictory. Argument〈B, sun〉 attacks argument〈D, cold〉 at literal¬ sun.



Figure 1:Argumentation line for literalcold

In the example, sequenceΛ = [〈D, cold〉, 〈B, sun〉, 〈C, overcast〉] is an acceptable argumentation
line in which each argument structure is a proper defeater ofits predecessor. ArgumentD is defeated
by B and this one byC. In this way, there is a warrant for literalcold since its supporting argument
〈D, cold〉 is finally undefeated.

Suppose you are asked about literaltake a taxi. The following argument structure is a supporting
argument fortake a taxi:

〈A, take a taxi〉

whereA = {take a taxi —≺ overcast, cold., overcast —≺ august day., cold —≺ ¬ sun.}

SetA is a superset ofD and for this reason argument〈A, take a taxi〉 can be defeated by
〈B, sun〉. Argument〈B, sun〉 could be defeated by〈C, overcast〉 but the argumentation line

[〈A, take a taxi〉, 〈B, sun〉, 〈C, overcast〉]

is not acceptable because〈C, overcast〉 is a sub-argument of〈A, take a taxi〉 (see condition 3 in
Definition 1). However, there is no reason to avoid the introduction of〈C, overcast〉 in the argumen-
tation line since it is a non defeated argument. Since the attack of 〈B, sun〉 over 〈A, take a taxi〉

does not involve argument〈C, overcast〉, this argument could be used to attack〈B, sun〉. Then, the
acceptable argumentation line definition can be revised to allow the situation illustrated in the exam-
ple. Condition 3 ofDefinition 1can be modified allowing the re-introduction of arguments such as
〈C, overcast〉.

Figure 2:Non acceptable argumentation line according toDefinition 1

3 Revised Definition

The proposed modification must be carried out carefully since we are interested in avoiding the prob-
lematic situations mentioned above. Then, we propose a modification which is based on the concept
of disagreement sub-argument. In DELP, an argument〈Aj, hj〉 counter-argues, rebuts, or attacks
〈Ai, hi〉 at literal gi, if and only if there exists a sub-argument〈Si, gi〉 of 〈Ai, hi〉 such thatgi and



hj disagree. If 〈Aj , hj〉 counter-argues〈Ai, hi〉 at literalgi then sub-argument〈Si, gi〉 is called the
disagreement sub-argument.

Definition 2 (Acceptable Argumentation Line - Revised)
Let Λ = [〈A0, h0〉, 〈A1, h1〉, 〈A2, h2〉, . . . , 〈An, hn〉] be an argumentation line.Λ is an acceptable
argumentation line iff:

1. Λ is a finite sequence.

2. The setΛS, of supporting arguments is concordant, and the setΛI of interfering arguments is
concordant.

3. No argument〈Ak, hk〉 in Λ is a super-argument of〈Si, gi〉, where〈Si, gi〉 is the disagreement
sub-argument determined in the attack of〈Ai+1, hi+1〉 over〈Ai, hi〉, (i < k).

4. For alli, such that the argument〈Ai, hi〉 is a blocking defeater for〈Ai−1, hi−1〉, if 〈Ai+1, hi+1〉

exists, then〈Ai+1, hi+1〉 is a proper defeater for〈Ai, hi〉.

Now we have to analyze the effects of this modification. The modification allows the re-
introduction of certain sub-arguments appearing earlier in the line, but this decision does not interfere
in the formation of the desired argumentation lines.Definition 1establishes conditions to avoid (1)
infinite lines, (2) contradictory lines, (3) circular argumentation, and (4) blocking-blocking situations.
The proposed revision modifies only the third condition which prevents circular argumentation lines;
that is, lines in which attacked arguments are introduced again in the line in order to defend itself.
These lines are still avoided by the revised definition sincewe are only allowing the re-introduction of
(sub)arguments that are not super-arguments of an attackedsub-argument in the line. This restriction
is kept since a super-argument of an attacked (sub)argumentis also an attacked argument. In this way
circular argumentation lines are avoided byDefinition 2. Finally, note that the modification does not
cause problems with the other conditions of the definition.

We say that a sub-argument in a lineΛ is a non attacked sub-argumentin Λ if it is not a dis-
agreement sub-argument. However, it is important to note that these non attacked sub-arguments
could be re-introduced as either supporting arguments or interfering arguments. If the re-introduced
sub-argument belongs to a supporting argument, then there is no problem using it as a new support-
ing argument since it does not cause circular argumentation. A different situation could arise if the
re-introduced sub-argument belongs to a supporting argument, and then it is re-introduced as an in-
terfering argument. We show that this situation does not cause any problem because the concordance
condition (2) of the definition prevents this kind of lines from being acceptable. Then,

If a non attacked sub-argument of a supporting argument is re-introduced as an interfer-
ing argument in a given argumentation lineΛ, then set of supporting argumentsΛS, is
not concordant.

Suppose there is an argumentation lineΛ = [〈A1, h1〉, 〈A2, h2〉, . . . , 〈An, hn〉] in which anon
attackedsub-argument in the line,〈Sj , gj〉, is re-introduced as an interfering argument in positioni,
wherei = j + 1 + 2p, p ≥ 0.



Figure 3:A non acceptable argumentation line

Let S be the set of literals such that there is a defeasible derivation from (
⋃

kAk) ∪Π, for allAk

such that〈Ak, hk〉 ∈ ΛS, and letI be the set of literals such that there is a defeasible derivation from
(
⋃

tAt) ∪Π, for allAt such that〈At, ht〉 ∈ ΛI . As we know,S ∪ I ∪ Π is contradictory. Moreover,
argument〈Sj, gj〉 attacks〈Ai−1, hi−1〉 at some literalh and considering thecounter-argumentdefini-
tion, Π ∪ {h, gj} is also contradictory sinceh andgj disagree. ConsideringDefinition 2, the setΛS

of supporting arguments has to be concordant. Note that literal h belongs toS because〈Ai−1, hi−1〉

is a supporting argument. For this reason,Aj ∪ Ai−1 ∪ Π has to be non contradictory and, since
h is derivable fromAi−1 ∪ Π, it is known thatAj ∪ {h} ∪ Π has to be non contradictory too. But
asAi ⊆ Aj, there exists a defeasible derivation forgj from Aj ∪ Π. Therefore,Aj ∪ {h} ∪ Π is
contradictory and consequently the set of supporting argumentsΛS could not be concordant. Then,
the argumentation lineΛ = [〈A1, h1〉, 〈A2, h2〉, . . . , 〈An, hn〉] is not acceptable.

A similar reasoning follows if an interfering sub-argumentis re-introduced as a supporting argu-
ment.

4 Conclusions and Current Work

This work is part of a research line devoted to analyze the correct definition of argumentative rea-
soning systems. We emphasize the importance of a careful study of the dialectical analyses that are
carried out in these formalisms, and in this opportunity we focus on the rules for the formation of
argumentation lines. In this context, we proposed a reviseddefinition for the notion of acceptable
argumentation line in DELP. The modification allows the construction of desirable argumentation
lines that were avoided by the old definition. We have shown that this modification does not cause
problems since it still avoids typical problematic situations of a dialectical process such as circular
argumentation, infinite argumentation lines, and contradictory argumentation lines.
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